Terms & Conditions

Axiory Bonus Scheme for the 2020 New Year’s Bonus

1. Axiory Global Ltd. (hereinafter referred to only as the “Axiory”), registration number 127,090 with its reg. office at No. 1 Corner of Hutson Street, Marine Parade, Belize City, Belize, authorized by the International Financial Services Commission (or “IFSC”), license number IFSC/60/255/TS/19, issued the following Terms & Conditions for Bonus Scheme under the 2020 New Year’s Bonus program (hereinafter referred to only as the “T&C” or NYB”).

2. These T&C represent an integral part of the Terms & Conditions of Axiory, found at: https://www.axiory.com/assets/doc/Axiory_Global_Ltd_Terms%26Conditions_v3.0.pdf, and refer thereto. The meaning of any terms defined in the Terms & Conditions of Axiory, stated above, shall apply to these T&C as well.

Eligible Clients

1. Subject to, and without prejudice to these T&C and to the Terms & Conditions of Axiory, this offer is available to any Axiory Client using the Nano GLB, Standard GLB or Max type of account, meeting ALL the conditions stated in this article (hereinafter referred to only as the “Eligible Clients”) below:

2. Any Axiory Client, having account of a type stated in section 1, shall receive a 100% bonus as a credit for any deposit up to the amount of $280 (two hundred eighty US Dollars) on Client’s trading account he deposited through. This bonus shall be credited to only one trading account of any type of account pursuant to sec. 1 above.

3. Each Client needs to trade at least 30 lots by March 31st, 2020, 11:59 P.M. Coordinated Universal Time (hereinafter referred to only as the “UTC”) on his respective trading account (whichever type it is, following the eligible ones stated in sec. 1 of this article). If this condition of traded volume is not achieved by the March 30, 2020, 11:59 P.M. UTC, the Client may not be considered as having the right to claim conversion under the Payout Terms, stated below in these T&C.

NYB 2020 Period

1. The period when Eligible Clients may claim their bonuses under these T&C shall be initiated on December 31, 2019, at 03:00 P.M. GMT.

2. This period shall be ended on February 17th, 2020, at 11:59 P.M. UTC.
Terms for the Bonus Crediting

1. Any bonus for an Eligible Client, shall be credited to the account where such deposit was made. In no way shall the bonus be credited to any other account of the Eligible Client as the one, where he made the deposit to.

2. No transfer of bonus is allowed from an account of Eligible Client to any other of his trading accounts. Credited bonus is strictly bound to the trading account such deposit (as a prerequisite for such bonus) was made to.

3. For the bonus to be credited, the deposit needs to exceed 0, meaning that the Client shall be responsible for the transfer fees (banks and other transactional fees & charges of transferring payment institution he is depositing through) not to bring his deposit to zero.

Payout Terms

1. Any Eligible Client, meeting cumulative conditions of the section 1, 2, 3 of the “Eligible Clients” article, shall be entitled to convert the bonus, credited to him under the NYB 2020 program, to balance and has the right to withdraw it additionally to his profit.

2. Credit may be converted to balance (if all conditions of the “Eligible Clients” article are met) ONLY BY March 31st, 2020, 11:59P.M. of UTC. Any claims for credit conversion, submitted after this date, shall be ignored and not processed.

Final Provisions

1. Any participation of Axiory employees or of the employees of its affiliated entities within the NYB 2020 program is strictly prohibited.

2. Following the sec. 1 of this article, Axiory reserves the right to disqualify such trading accounts from the NYB 2020 program, including any family members in direct or indirect line (spouse, brother, sister); any person or entity where such owner of trading account has a share, controls it (directly or indirectly through intermediaries) or may affect its decision-making markedly.

3. Axiory does not bear any responsibility for the transaction times in banks or any other payment institutions Client are depositing or withdrawing through, as they are completely out of control of Axiory.

4. Under no circumstances shall Axiory be held responsible for any consequences of any trading bonus cancellation or decline, including, but not limited to, trading order closure by margin close/stop out.

5. These T&C come into force and effect on January 1st, 2020, 00:00 P.M. UTC.
6. These T&C may be amended by Axiory from time to time, but may never affect the Eligible Clients, achieving their claim to bonus or conversion of bonus to trading balance, adversely and retroactively. Once the Eligible Client achieved his bonus or the right of conversion of bonus to trading balance, he/she may never be deprived thereof, unless breaching these T&C and the Terms and Conditions of Axiory materially, in particular by the provision of false information during registration, AML/CFT activities, arbitrage, abuse of bonus credit system, manipulation, cash-back arbitrage or any other forms of deceitful and fraudulent activity etc. In such case, all previously credited trading bonuses to the Eligible Clients shall be nullified and transactions related to such bonus stopped and invalidated for respective breaching Eligible Client and his respective trading accounts. Under these circumstances, Axiory shall not be liable for any consequences of bonus cancellations, including, but not limited to, trading order closure by margin close/stop out.

7. Any Eligible Client may opt-out from the NYB 2020 program at any time over its duration. In such case, he/she shall send an e-mail to support@axiory.com and respective department will solve this issue in 5 business days.

8. Any voluntary participation on the NYB 2020 program constitutes acceptance of these T&C and of the Terms and Conditions of Axiory.

9. These T&C shall be construed in accordance with the laws of Belize.

10. If these T&C are translated into any other language than English, this English version shall have a preference.